Apart from 1 across, which is normal, each clue is really two clues, side by side but not overlapping, leading to two answers, one for the numbered space on the left of the central line and one for that on the right: the clue for either side may come first. The division between clues is not necessarily marked by punctuation.

**ACROSS**

1 Inaudible output from fine soul CDs one played (5,2,7)
6 Temper caused by Anne almost starting processing non-standard sandstone yielding cubic mineral (6)
9 Having neither a male nor a female form, supernatural being (it’s emphatically first mentioned in The Tempest) - lofty by nature (6)
10 Look at biography and learn how others live in Germany - penniless, perfectly wretched ... but proud (3,4)
11 Waiter’s assistant’s vehicle damaging inn gate and generator - producing immune response (7)
13 Slothful ruined Wall-Streeter has no taller dilapidated motels to interfere with (6)
14 Racist organization admitted unknown, lecherous rube had eyes all over the place (7)
17 French state museum backed Olive’s family, manifested by a word of encouragement at first (4)
19 Say once more: about seventeen, English, right, someone no longer working, trashing pied-à-terre - no, pad (7)
20 Fixer’s unswerving enforcement of principle, one hears, making a start changing levels of society (6)
23 ‘X’ half-trains roughly a 1,000 in American establishment that’s lost a deputy UK party leader (6)
24 One under cover, having restricted intelligence, a cowboy, is assisted by Tonto in Venezuela (7)
25 Upset, obscenely lob away eldest daughter’s one-time death benefit cash amendment (6)

**DOWN**

1 Highland runners, she’s heard, formerly arranged sale featuring Scottish fruit (4)
2 Unarmed miner heads off to bottom of straw lean-to built without roof (5)
3 Beauty from Florence on way to a match in France far from firm (5)
4 Food supplier lied - outrageous, undiluted bull! (4)
5 Short spell of influenza, medical department able to say competently, to be wrapped up clinically, using ten-shot cytosine treatment (6)
6 Fruit spotted northbound about half mile within Mediterranean island, first said to have been adored by Jack Hulbert (6)
8 Nervously conducting inbound negotiable transfer fee with no reserve, poor Villa use hinting (8)
11 Dreadful, misanthropic, heartless man leaves, saying tersely, “It’s evident, Babe - lover’s confused” (10)
12 Eccentric Greek take away mountain musician (4)
13 Miller’s stiff character selling mother’s property (8)
15 The day before began to raise one-time cheap-sounding French comedian from the grave (4)
16 Noting employment - writer with domestic fancies about American in Benin (8)
18 Retiring topless and shaken, catty wife of Caesar pointed out drug obtained from beautiful woman from Italy (7)
21 Failure to meet dying ape’s part man-child ‘even harsh’ (4)
22 Geometry got missing British comedian trig total, thinking laterally (5)
24 Bones chunky Sally Ann provided Scottish group (more than half Irish, too) (4)